
 

 
Literacy 

In Literacy we will be developing our reading skills 
through reading the picture book ‘Grandad’s 
Island’. 
 
In writing we will be learning how to write a portal 
story with setting description and a persuasive 
travel brochure. 
Text Structure 
Paragraphs and using planning tools  
Sentence Construction 
Long sentences, fronted adverbials, 
conjunctions, sentence of 3 to 
describe, pattern of 3 to persuade 
Vocabulary 
Prepositions, powerful adjectives, similes, boastful 
language, adverbs 
Punctuation 
Capital letters, full stops, question marks, 
exclamation marks, commas 

Numeracy 
In Numeracy this term we will be  
covering: 

● Place Value of 3 digit numbers 
● Addition and Subtraction of 3 digit 

numbers 
 

Topic 
Our topic this term is a study of our local area. In 
this topic we will cover: 

● What is a settlement? 
● How is land used in my area? 
● How has my local area changed over 

time? 
● How is land used in New Delhi? 
● How does land use in New Delhi 

compare with my local area? 
● Cooking a local dish 
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Digital Literacy / Computing 
In computing we will be learning about the 
importance of e-safety by covering a range of 
topics such as online profiles, online relationships, 
health and wellbeing  and cyber 
bullying.   

Science  
In Science we will be learning about skeletons, 
movement and nutrition/diet. 
We will be learning to identify bones and explain 
their functions, compare different skeletons, 
understand how joints and muscles help us move 
and learn how to have a balanced, healthy diet.  

French 
Year 3 will be learning to engage in greeting 

conversations, which include exchanging names 
and asking how someone is, and will be learning 

to count and identify the numbers 1 - 10 in 
French. There will be opportunities to listen and 
take part in songs, poems, stories and rhymes in 

French.  

P.E. 
This half term Year Three will be developing their 
fundamental movement skills. This includes key 
movement skills such as running, jumping, ball 
skills and moving with control & fluency. To do this 
Year 3 will undertake several races, obstacle 
courses and mini games. 
 

Art  
Year 3 will be using a range of art and design 
techniques, including drawing, painting and 
sculpture with a range of materials to creatively 
explore our local area.  

 
 

Useful Websites 
https://whiteroseeducation.com/parent-pupil-
resources/maths/free-downloads 
 
https://ttrockstars.com/ 
 
 

Reminders / Suggestions 
Homework will go out on Tuesday and should be 
returned every Monday.  
 
You can contact me through Class Dojo or my 
email 
  

zgordon@visp-sey.com 
 
 

 


